Purdy Motor CASE STUDY
Grupo Purdy Motor improves its analytical
processes thanks to the action of Azure and
the collaboration with SolidQ

Project goal

Country or region: Costa Rica
Traget sector: Automotive

Purdy Motor profile
Purdy Motor is an automobile company
located in Costa Rica. Its function is the
exclusive distribution of the brands of
the TOYOTA Group, which also has
operations in the United States.
The company has more than 1000
employees, known as Gente Purdy, in
which it has a historical journey of
more than 60 years.



Analysis reports in Power BI for
the desired users of the company
and Microsoft Excel, for the sales
and after sales part

The IT department has opted for a BI
analytical solution based on Microsoft
technology to carry out a different
analysis to help it in decision-making
and monitoring the activity of the
company's matrix.

Number of databases

4

Customers benefits

Size of databases

+120 GB

Summary

 Creation of BI analytical solution,
in constant expansión



Processes of

Reports in Power BI for
monitoring and analysis of activity

deal
incorporated

Solution



Consolidation system of data that
are sensitive to analyze
Creation of a Tabular model that
covers the exploitation of
company information

Tiempo de
procesamiento
diario

+1 hours

Number of Indicators created

~500

Database Server

Azure SQL Server

Options of
display
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Analytical solution,
management Appointments, Invoices, Campaigns,
Spare Parts, Costs,
Budgets

Power BI

P

Solution
urdy Motor is a company dedicated to automotive
distribution mainly of the Toyota Group (Toyota, Lexus
and Hino) in Costa Rica.

The solution was addressed in two phases. First phase:



Data source enrichment system

The commitment of Protection and Support for all life has made
the Purdy Motor Group the leading company in the Costa Rican
automotive market. Due to the large number of variables it
handles, the need arises to create a unified system for business
analysis.

 Analysis of the company information of its reports in Ta-

Purdy Motor used manually created reports, while now trying
to be self-sufficient in terms of business intelligence. In this
sense, he has opted for SolidQ services in order to obtain the
necessary knowledge to exploit the core of his BI analytical system.

 Analysis reports in Power BI for the analysis and review of

With the implementation of the Purdy Motor solution, it has a
platform with business information and management of appointments, sales, after sales, spare parts, costs and budgets;
centralized and consolidated, as well as different analytical reports. The analytical reports are evolving adding new needs of
analysis derived from the use of the same ones.

 Troubleshooting

Current situation
Purdy Motor wanted to improve its analytical system, since it
had very manual and inefficient processes when it came to extracting reports in time and time to offer help, both for the
analysis of its information and for its visualization. Currently the
information is obtained from a database system of Oracle, SalesForce and others of SQL Server, which through transformations and data enrichment serves as a support to generate the
information that is required for the company.
The requirements of the project are:





Provide a unified platform for the centralization of information from information sources
Provide an analytical system and reports for business
users
Evolution, support and maintenance

bleau, Excel and Crystal Reports for later requirements in the
analytical system



Creation of a tabular model that covers the exploitation of
information of Users

information for the rest of the company's users



Use of communication channels such as Office365 or Trello
to facilitate the tracking of tasks as well as the control of
taking requirements and documentation

There is a second phase of the project, in which all the information was uploaded to Azure PaaS (Platform as a service).
The deployment of the solution consists of an SSIS solution executed by Azure Data Factory and Azure SQL Server Analysis Services that processes the information daily in little more than an
hour between the two components. Maintenance and revision
are also performed in the required cases of the visualization in
Power BI.

Benefits
The platform has facilitated the consolidation and centralization
of the company's information into a single corporate analytical
system.
Users have been provided with a solution based on Power BI
that extracts information from the cube to perform analyzes
and to better report to the rest of the company, giving support
to decision making and business monitoring, as well as:




Data governance
Rapidity when creating reports to analyze the data and make decisions in real time

 Savings of working hours thanks to automation

Software and Services
 SQL Server Data Tools
 SQL Server
Standard Edition (64-bit)
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 Microsoft Excel
 Power BI
 Azure

More information
SolidQ - Spain and Portugal
https://www.solidq.com
Telephone: +34 91 414 89 50

Avenida del Calvario 42, Bajo
03340, Albatera, Alicante, España

